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Session Link: Improve Your Redaction Experience 4.21.22  

   

# Question Answer 

1 Marked up = working copy,  correct? 
Yes.  A marked up file is essentially a working draft that has 

been saved.  Once saved the mark up tag generates. 

2 
Are you going to show how to get a file ready for redacting?  For 

example flattening it? 
The file is flattened once it's published.  The metadata is 

removed. 

3 
can you show us what a redacted file redacting this way looks like, 
I hear there was a time when the redactions really didn't redact. 

live answered 

4 
will it prompt for a redaction code for the privilege log when 

searching and redacting? 
live answered 

5 This is Jin Yi for James Kauffman live answered 

6 perfect.  thank you! you're welcome 

7 yes live answered 

8 
When I have tried to use search, I get a message that says the 
document does not contain searchable text.  Is there a way to 

change it to searchable? Do we have to download it differently? 
live answered 

9 Is bulk (a list of items) redaction possible? live answered 

10 
Would a large file with numerous redactions cause a slow down in 

the system? 

Because large files with many redactions can take longer to 
process, currently, it is a best practice to break the file into 

smaller 'chunks' or 'installments' and redact them 
separately.  FYI - we are currently working on improving the 

system so that in the future you won't need to break large files 
into smaller 'chunks' prior to redacting. 

11 
is the redaction option an add on or is it included in the basic Gov 

QA package? 

The redaction module is a paid add on.  If you would like more 
information, contact success@govqa.com.  They will be able to 

assist you. 

https://granicus.zoom.us/rec/play/0k4w1fMz7ik1ATMZaXCDS4YeKag_U47bdE7sJr3RjlvEb1779Rata7CjbSrezUyYu_FJKCRk3Rj1dulC.oL8PrhSFC3CN85D-?continueMode=true
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12 
My agency is just getting the redaction tool within Gov QA.  for 

the privilege log, do we upload and create our own reasons?  Are 
they already there and we can modify them?  Thanks 

There is an option to include the logs within redaction setup. 
Your redaction reasons can be inputted within GovQA Settings 

as well - under Requests > Redcation Set Up. BUT if your 
agency is about to add on this module, GovQA can set that up 

for you.  

13 Is there a way to OCR it in GovQA? live answered 

14 
We have to click on the sticky mode (or the pen) for each 

readaction.  It doesn't stay so we can keep redacting.  How can we 
do that? 

To put it in sticky mode - double click on it the icons to redact.  
If that still is not working, contact support to troubleshoot. 

15 
The double click worked! Thank you - we have been struggling 

with that for a long time. 
Awesome! 

16 
How many strings/words can be input into the text redaction field 

at once? Is there a character limitaton? Can you import a list of 
items for redaction? 

Are you referring to the search field? 

17 
To add to that question, if I was trying to redact thousands of 

phone numbers would this redaction capability work? 
live answered 

18 
Yes. Also curious if there is another method of inputing multiple 

values for redaction. 
live answered 

19 Can you tell me what OCR stays for again? 

When OCR (Optimal Character Recognition) is enabled, all 
attachments and emails with scanned documents or images 

will be readable and searchable.  If you would like more 
information about this contact success@govqa.com.  A 
Customer Success Manager will be able to assist you. 

20 
Can you download multiple files at one time? I've only been able 

to figure out how to do each one individually... 
At this time, bulk download is not a capability.  This is on 

Product's radar though. 
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21 
Ms. Soucek, could you please let me know where I can find this 

recording after the training. 

The recording will be available after the conference has ended 
in the QA area of your site.  Upper right corner > QA > 

Announcements.  The specific redaction training videos that 
Julie keeps referring to can also be found NOW in the QA 
section. Upper right corner > QA > Help Resources > Help 

Videos > Redaction  OR you may have an option that just says 
Redaction Resources under QA --- scroll to the last option. 

22 Is there a limit to the number of files we can import for redaction? live answered 

23 Thank you! You're welcome 

24 do the redaction boxes appear in different colors? live answered 

25 upon merging live answered 

26 yes live answered 

27 ok...and i can play with it myself.  thank you. live answered 

28 
Where can I find information regarding creating tags?  Is there a 

video for that?  Thanks! 

Yes! Under the QA icon in the upper right corner - Select Help 
Resources.  From there you can find the videos either in Find 

Answers or GovQA Help Videos. 

29 
Can you combine multiple documents into one file, then publish 

and release it to the requestor? 

Yes.  Select the files you want to combine, right click to open 
the action menu, choose Create PDF Packet and follow the 

steps. Once created, you can redact the packet, too. 

30 Is video redaction a separate module? 

Yes.  Veritone integration is a paid add on module.  if you 
would like more information about Veritone, contact 

success@govqa.com.  A Customer Success Manager will be 
able to assist you. 

31 
Is there a way to undo a multiple page redaction? Or do I have to 

go to each page to delete the redaction? 
live answered 

32 Thank you. You are welcome! 

33 does that apply/generate a privilege log No it does not generate a redaction log  
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34 can you specify which heads for different redaction codes? 
Redaction reasons cannot be added to the redacted video or 

audio. This is not a common practice (the use of redaction 
reasons) for video redactions like it is for document redactions 

35 thank you Lisa You are very welcome! 

36 
Once published, is there a way to reopen the redacted version for 

additional changes? 

Once redacted, changes cannot be made to the published 
redacted document.  You could go back into the original to 

make changes to the mark ups and republish. 

 


